
Size charts for the "Advantage" and "Effect" jackets

When taking measurements for your jacket or trou-
sers, you should pay attention to the following: 

When taking measurements and especially when trying on
a new shooting jacket or new shooting trousers, you
should always wear your underclothes, including any vest
or anything else that you normally wear under your jacket.
The measurements you specify should under no circum-
stances be larger, but rather somewhat smaller than the
actual measurements.

Please note that the measurements indicated here
do not refer to the finished jacket or trousers; they
are used by us as a basis for tailoring your items of
clothing in accordance with international guidelines.
The dimensions of the jackets and trousers deli-
vered are larger; they incorporate the required tole-
rances in the overlaps.

Men's jackets
Size (regular) 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60
Height (approx.) 168 171 174 177 180 183 184 186 188
Chest size (1) 88 92 96 100 104 106 112 116 120
Waist (2) 80 84 88 92 96 100 104 110 112
Hip measurement (3) 96 100 104 108 112 116 119 122 124
Sleeve length (4) 59 60,5 62 63,5 65 66 67 68 69
Size (slim fit) 90 94 98 102 106
Height (approx.) 177 180 183 186 186
Chest size (1) 90 94 98 102 106
Waist (2) 80 84 88 92 96
Hip measurement (3) 98 102 106 110 111
Sleeve length (4) 65,5 67 68,5 70 71

Women's jackets
Size 36 38 40 42 44 46 48
Height (approx.) 165 168 170 174 177 177 177
Chest size (1) 84 88 92 96 100 104 110
Waist (2) 63 67 70 74 78 83 90
Hip measurement (3) 90 94 98 102 106 110 116
Sleeve length (4) 59 59 59 59 59 59 59
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MEASURING GUIDE FOR SAUER SHOOTING JACKETS

1. Chest 
(measured at the 
fullest part)

1b. 1/2 chest 
(measured at the 
fullest part)

2. Waist 
(measured 5 cm above 
the hip bone)

2b. 1/2 waist  
(measured toward 
the front, 5 cm 
above the hip bone)

3b. 1/2 hip 
(measured at the 
widest part, toward
the rear)

4. Shoulder width 
(measured from the 
base of the neck to 
the shoulder blade)

5. Upper sleeve
(measured from the 
shoulder blade to 
the elbow)

6. Sleeve length overall 
(measured from the neck 
above the shoulder to 
below the wrist bone, with 
the arm           slightly 
bent,              approx. 45°)

7. Circumference of 
bicep

8. Circumference of 
wrist

9. Back width  
(measured from 
armpit to armpit)

10. Back length above 
waist (measured from
top of the spine to the
waist, 5 cm above the
hip bone)

11. Full length 
(measured from the top of 
the spine to the lowest point
of the clenched fist with the 
arm held        straight down)

3. Hip 
(measured at the 
widest part)



Colour guide for shooting jackets  Please enter the colour(s) of your choice in the appropriate fields.

Name 

Street address 

Postal code / town or city / country   

Telephone

Date

Signature

ORDER TO 
Sauer Shooting-Sportswear
Adlerstrasse 18  
DE-75196 Remchingen-Singen

Jacket model Item No.

What colour piping would you like on your jacket (see shade chart)?  ––––––––––––––––––

In the case of the "Extra" models, the panels marked     are in rubber.

For improved ventilation, the "Extra" jacket is also available with perforations at the rear.         YES, I want this

1

All measurements should be taken when
wearing a shooting vest or the clothing
normally worn under the jacket during 
competition.

1    Chest cm

1b  1/2 chest cm

2    Waist (measured from 
      5 cm above the hip bone) cm

2b  1/2 waist cm

3    Bottom extent cm

3b 1/2 Bottom extent cm

4    Shoulder width (from neck 
      to the shoulder bone) cm

5    Upper arm's length 
      (shoulder to elbow ankle) cm

6    whole arm length (from the 
     neck over the shoulder to 
     the wrist below the ankle)              cm

7    Upper arm extend                         cm

8    wrist extent                                   cm

9    Back width (shoulder 
     joint to shoulder joint)                    cm

10  Back length to the waist                cm

11  entire back length 
     (from height of the neck 
     to the lower edge of the 
     clenched fist)                                 cm

12  Body height                                   cm

13/D Clothing size                                   

measured over shooting underwear for right handed

for women

measured without shooting underwear for left handed

for men

measured over shooting trousers

measured without shooting trousers

Measurement guide and order form for shooting jackets
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ADVANTAGE + SEMI 
+ BENCHREST VEST 

ADVANTAGE + EXTRA + SEMI  
+ BENCHREST VESTADVANTAGE EXTRA

By signing, you accept our privacy policy. These can be found at www.sauer-shootingsportswear.de.


